
STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 1, 2000PHRASE GENERATION IN LEXICAL FUNCTIONALGRAMMARS AND UNIFICATION GRAMMARSDOINA T�ATAR, DANA AVRAMAbstrat. In this paper we ompare the proess of deriving a phrase stru-ture in a lexial funtional grammars with the proess of obtaining fea-ture struture for the symbol S of an uni�ation grammar. If the  �struture(D;C; e) generates the feature struture F , then F is the featurestruture obtained as MGSat( ), where  is a onjuntion of a set of de-sriptions from Des.1. Lexial Funtional Grammar-LFGLFG is a lexial theory, this means that the lexion ontains a lot of informationabout lexial entries. LFG grammars present two separate levels of syntatirepresentation: -struture, about onstituent strutures (in muh the same wayas derivation trees in CFG grammars) and f -struture , whih is used to holdinformation about funtional relations, enoded using equations between featurestrutures (see the next setion). We will introdue here the design of the grammarrules and the lexion, as well as the proess applied to derive a phrase.De�nitionA LFG grammar over a set Feats of attributes and a set Types of types is a5-uple (N,T,P,L,S) where:� N is a �nite set of symbols, alled nonterminals;� T is a �nite set of symbols alled terminals;� P is a �nite set of prodution rulesA0 ! A1; � � � ; AnE1; � � � ; En:where n � 1; A1; � � � ; An 2 N and Ei; 1 � i � n, is a �nite set ofequations of the forms: "j# � ="j# �02000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68Q42.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. F.4.2 [Theory of omputation℄: MathematialLogi and Formal languages { Grammars and other rewriting systems.69



70 DOINA T�ATAR, DANA AVRAM"j# �00 = vwith �; �0 2 Feats�; �00 2 Feats+ and v 2 Types;� L is a �nite set of lexion rulesA! tEwhere A 2 N; t 2 T [ " and E is a �nite set of equations of the form"j# � = vwith � 2 Feats+ and v 2 Types;� S 2 N is the start symbol.As an example let us onsider the rule:S ! NP V P" subj =#"=#The equations (or funtional shemes) are interpreted as referring to the featurestrutures (setion 2) assoiated, in the following way: the meta-variable " refersto the f-struture that is assoiated with the head of the rule, # refers to thef-struture assoiated with the daughter to whih the equation is attahed.The � struture based on a LFG grammar G is a tree, in muh the same wayas derivation trees in a CFG grammar, but the nodes are annotated not only withelements from N [ T but also with sets of equations E. More exatly:De�nitionA tree domain D is a set D � N�, (where N is the set of natural numbers, andN� is the Kleene losure of N) suh that if x 2 D then all pre�xes of x are also inD. The out degree d(x) of an element x in tree domain D is the ardinality of theset fi j xi 2 D; i 2 Ng. Let us denote by term(D) the set fx j x 2 D; d(x) = 0g.We an now de�ne a -struture based on a LFG grammar :De�nition[2℄A onstituent struture (-struture) based on a LFG grammarG = (N;T; P; L; S)is a triple (D;C; e) where� D is a �nite tree domain;� C is a funtion C : D �! N [ T [ f"g;� e is a funtion e : D n f"g �! � where � is the set of all equation sets inP and L, suh that C(x) 2 T [ f"g if x 2 term(D), C(") = S and forall x 2 (D � term(D)), if d(x) = n thenC(x) ! C(x1) � � �C(xn)e(x1) � � � e(xn)



PHRASE GENERATION IN LEXICAL FUNCTIONAL GRAMMARS AND UNIFICATION 71is a prodution or lexial rule in G.De�nitionA terminal string for a -struture is the string C(x1) � � �C(xn) , with x1; � � � ; xn 2term(D) and xi �lex xi+1 for i = 1; � � � ; n� 1.The existene of a -struture is a neessary but not suÆient ondition asterminal string belongs to the L(G). Nodes of the -struture are assoiatedwith feature strutures (denoted by fi), and the equations indue some equationsbetween fi as unknowns. The minimal solution of this set of equations ( if asolution exists) represents a feature struture F .De�nitionThe -struture(D;C; e) generates the feature struture F if F is the minimalsolution of the set of equations e. We denote this byF j=0 [x2D e(x):In the next setion we will present uni�ation grammars and will illustrate theonnetion between uni�ation grammars and LFG grammars.2. Unifiation Based Phrase Struture Grammars.The uni�ation grammars are phrase struture grammars in whih non-terminaland terminals symbols are replaed by feature strutures. Intuitively, a featurestruture (FS) is a desription of some linguisti objet, speifying some or all ofthe information that is asserted to be true of it [3, 5℄. We will present shortly twode�nitions of (untyped) feature strutures.De�nition:A feature struture over a signature Types and Feats is a labeled rooted diretedgraph represented by the tuple: F =< Q; �q; �; Æ >where :� Q is the �nite set of nodes of the graph;� �q 2 Q is the root node;� � : Q �! Type is a partial node typing funtion;� Æ : Feat �Q �! Q is a partial value funtion, whih assoiates with a nodei the nodes i1; � � � ; in if Æ(FEAT1; i) = i1; � � � ; Æ(FEATn; i) = in:In the rewriting relations two notions about FS's are important: subsumptionrelation and uni�ation operation.De�nitionA feature struture F subsumes another feature struture G or F v G i�:



72 DOINA T�ATAR, DANA AVRAM� if a feature f 2 Feat is de�ned in F then f is also de�ned in G and its valuein F subsumes the value in G;� if the values of two paths are shared in F , then they are also shared in G.Thus, F v G if G ontains more information than F or F is more general thanG.The notion of subsumption an be used to de�ne the notion of uni�ation, themain information ombining operation in uni�ation based grammars. Uni�ationonjoins the information in two feature strutures into a single result if they areonsistent and detets an inonsisteny otherwise.De�nitionThe result of the uni�ation of two FS's F and F 0 is an other FS (if it exists),denoted F tF 0 whih is the most general FS (in the sense of relation v) subsumedby both input FS's.Thus, F tF 0 is the l. u. b of F and F 0 , if it exists, on the ordering relation v.The FS's an be desribed, as an other modality, by a logial expression, whihis denoted "desription". The big advantage of this kind of representing FS's isthe linearity of displaying.De�nition [1℄ The set of desriptions over the set Types of types and Featsof features is the least set, Des, suh that:� 2 Des, if � 2 Types� : � 2 Des if � is a path, � 2 Des�1 := �2 2 Des, if �1 and �2 are paths� ^  ; � _  2 Des, if �;  2 DesThe priority among the operations is::=j :j ^ j _ jA satisfation relation between FS's and the set Des is de�ned as:De�nition The relation j= is the least relation suh that:F j= � if � 2 Types, � v �(q)F j= � : � if F�� is de�ned and F�� j= �F j= �1 := �2 if Æ(q; �1) = Æ(q; �2)F j= � ^  if F j= � and F j=  F j= � _  if FF j= � or F j=  .The following theorem establishes the duality between a (non-disjuntive) de-sription and the most general FS whih satis�es this desription:Theorem ([1℄). There is a partial funtion (algorithm)MGSat : Non�Disj �Des! T FSsuh that for eah � and F



PHRASE GENERATION IN LEXICAL FUNCTIONAL GRAMMARS AND UNIFICATION 73F j= � iff MGSat(�) v F:(MGSat(�) is onstruted as most general total well typed FS whih satis�es �.)Remark : The algorithm onsiders reursively the ases of desriptions: �, � : �,�1 = �2, � ^  and onstrut (learn) MGSat(�). The most important ase is:MGSat(� ^  ) =MGSat(�) tMGSat( ):The UBPSG's are phrase struture grammars in whih non-terminal or ategorysymbols are replaed by FS's in rewriting rules, the lexial entries are terminals,and an inheritane hierarhy < Types;v> is assoiated.UBPSG's was introdued by Shieber (1988) [5℄ , Gazdar and Mellih (1989) [4℄.De�nition. (UBPSG) For an inheritane hierarhy < Types;v> with anappropriateness spei�ation, a set Feats of features, a set Lex of terminals (lexialentries), a UBPSG is a set of rewriting rules:E0 ! E1 : : : En;where eah Ei is either a feature struture or a terminal (and in this ase n = 1).The interpretation of suh a rule is: the ategoryE0 an onsist of an expressionof ategory E1, followed by the ategory E2, et.Alternatively, the rewriting rule an be given as:D0 ! D1 : : : Dnwhere Di are desriptions, suh thatEi = Di; if Di is a terminal; Ei = (total well�typed )MGSat(Di); if Di 2 Des:Remarks:If the -struture(D;C; e) generates the feature struture F , then F is thefeature struture obtained as MGSat( ), where  is obtained as onjuntion ofthe set of Des as follows:� If an equation refers to a single unknown ( with the form: fi� = v,fi being an unknown, � being a path from Feats�, v 2 Types), then� : v 2 Des;� If two equations are as fi� = v and fi�0 = v0 then � : v ^ �0v0 2 Des;� If an equation is of the form fi = fj , and fi j= �i and fj j= �j , then�i ^ �j 2 Des.These remarks an be summarized in the following:TheoremIf F j=0 Sx2D e(x) then F j=  , where  = V�2Des �, and � are the desrip-tions obtained as above.



74 DOINA T�ATAR, DANA AVRAM3. ExampleThe lexial rules of this example from [3℄ are:N �!0 Ralua0" pred =0 Ralua0; " pers =0 30; " nr =0 sing0N �!0 marea0" pred =0 marea0; " pers =0 30; " nr =0 sing0V �!0 priveste0" pred =0 priveste0; " pers =0 30; " nr =0 sing0The nonlexial rules let be: S ! NP V P" subj =#; "=#V P ! V NP"=#; " obj =#NP ! N"=#We will onstrut the  � struture based on the above LFG grammar, thanwe will proeed to deorate the  � struture by names of feature strutures fiand will apply the equation between them. The deorated � struture with theinstantiated equations attahed to its nodes for the above example is also presentedas bellow.



PHRASE GENERATION IN LEXICAL FUNCTIONAL GRAMMARS AND UNIFICATION 75SNP(" subj =#)N( "=# )
'Ralua'(" pred =0 Ralua0, " pers =0 30, " nr =0 sing0)

VP("=#)����� QQQQQ���� QQQQV("=#)(" pred = priveste, " pers = 3, " nr = sing)'priveste' NP(" objet =#)N("=#)(" pred =0 marea0, " pers =0 30, " nr =0 sing0 )'marea'S f1NP f2 (f1subj = f2)N f3 (f2 = f3)
'Ralua'(f3pred =0 Ralua0, f3pers =0 30, f3nr =0 sing0)

VP f4 (f1 = f4)����� QQQQQ���� QQQQV f5 (f4 = f5)(f5pred = priveste, f5pers = 3, f5nr = sing)'priveste' NP f6 (f4 objet = f6)N f7 (f6 = f7)(f7pred =0 marea0, f7pers =0 30, f7nr =0 sing0 )'marea'We will proeed in the following to obtain the (minimal) solution of the set ofequation ( or to determining the unsolvability of it).The steps of this proedure are:1. Solving the set of equations referring to a single unknown ( with the form:fi� = v, fi being an unknown, � being a path from Feats�, v 2 Types).



76 DOINA T�ATAR, DANA AVRAM2. Interpreting equal unknowns with di�erent values as results of an uni�ation(fi�v and fi�0v0 indue the feature struture fi "� v�' v'#).3. Removing the unknowns whih are not used e�etively by their equals ( iffi = fj and fi is not de�ned, one use fj).4. Solving the equations with two feature struture names ( if fi = a fj , thenthe feature struture fi �a fj h i� is obtained).5. Solving the equations of the form fi = fj , where both feature struturesfi and fj are de�ned, by uni�ation of the values of fi and fj and denoting theresult as: fi fj h....i6. As f1 is assoiated with S , the feature struture for f1 (if exists), is thefeature struture of the entire orret phrase.For the above example, the set of equations is:f1subj = f2f1 = f4f2 = f3f3pred =0 Ralua0f3pers = 3f3nr = singf4 = f5f4objet = f6f5pred =0 priveste0f5pers = 3rdf5nr = singf6 = f7f7pred =0 marea0f7pers = 3rdf7nr = singBy exeution of the above alulus 1-4 steps we obtain the following featurestrutures:f1 hsubj: f2 if3 264pred: 'Ralua'nr: singpers: 3 375f4 hobjet: f6 i



PHRASE GENERATION IN LEXICAL FUNCTIONAL GRAMMARS AND UNIFICATION 77f5 264pred: 'priveste'nr: singpers: 3 375f7 264pred: 'marea'nr: singpers: 3 375From equations f1 = f4, f2 = f3, f4 = f5, f6 = f7, we obtain the followingfeature strutures:f1 2664subj: f2 f3 264pred: 'Ralua'nr: singpers: 3 3753775f4 2664objet: f6 f7 264pred: 'marea'nr: singpers: 3 3753775f5 264pred: 'priveste 'nr: singpers: 3 375For the equations f1 = f4, f4 = f5, we apply the step 5 as above and we obtain:
f1 f4 f5

266666666666664
pred: 'priveste'subj: f2 f3 264pred: 'Ralua'nr: singpers: 3 375objet: f6 f7 264pred: 'marea'nr: singpers: 3 375

377777777777775The same feature struture an be obtained from desriptions as at the end ofsetion 2. 4. Conlusions.In this paper we replae the onstrution of a feature struture, given as themost general satis�er of a onjuntion of desriptions, by obtaining the solutionof a set of lexial rules equations. The bases of this replaing are the remarksexpressed by the theorem at end of setion 2.
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